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we can, we do & we will
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"Let the light carry 
your message far 
away through the 
darkness and the 

dull gray haze of a 
rainy day.

Illuminating your 
sign will not only at-

tract attention far 
away.

It will cast the colors 
of your brand onto 

all object nearby.

And at the same 
time making that 

gray day a little less 
gray."

INDEX | P.8 4-Reasons to use light signage  p.12 Sallies Race Lounge  p.18 Components the basic features of signs  p.20 Choose your profile chart illustrating the available 
models  p.24 How to order an illustrated step-by-step guide to acquire a light sign  p.26 Inspiration be creative with your illuminated signage  p.28 FAQ about the production 
p.30 Contact information

Communicate with light
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AA AAA AAA AAA A Getting attention

The attraction
of light
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4 reasons to use 
light signage

More attention

An illuminated sign stands out 
from the surroundings. As hu-
mans we are attracted to light 
and our eyes are easily attract-
ed to an illuminated object over 
a non-illuminated.

A sign of
professionalism

Having an illuminated sign is a sig-
nal that you have invested money, 
time and extra efforts. Its a signal 
that you have ressources which 
again signals success.

24 hour visibility

All hours of the day, and through-
out all seasons, your sign will be 
easily readable.

Ewoke emotions

With an illuminated sign you have 
more options to ewoke your cus-
tomers emotions. 

Your sign can emit a cool blue hue 
ewoking emotions of calmness or 
it can be fiery red and give associ-
ations to passion and heat.

It can be dynamic shifting through 
colors or it can have a strobe ef-
fect.

The choice is yours and only the 
imagination sets the boundaries.

https://www.hofft.net/
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Case

Lets take a look 
at a project...
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SALLIES RACE 
LOUNGE

Case

Sallies Race Lounge is an American in-
spired restaurant established at Race-
hall CPH situated in Copenhagen. The 
1950s is the all-present reference for 
the atmosphere and interior of Sallies 
Race Lounge. Even the menu cards are 
based on original, handwritten menus 
written by Sallie.

Specifications | Type Double sided 
board-sign with front illumination and 
white side light | Depth of board 150 mm 
| Size 1400 x 1184 mm | Foil Red foil on front 
| Material acrylic front with sides in alu-
minium  | Color temperature of light 6000 
K | Qty of LED-modules 236 pcs |  Power 
consumption 339 W   Driver Meanwell, 
external | Mounting type ceiling mount, 
height adjustable 1000-1400 mm.
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 1.

 2.

Ill. 1 All the light fixtures are designed 
specifically for the restaurant. Im-
age picturing the pendants at the 
seating area.

Ill. 2 The Race lounge features nu-
merous references to the rac-
ing sports. Here is shown the  wall 
mounted Go-karts.

Opposite page Artwork for the main 
illuminated sign at Sallies Race 
Lounge.

The restaurant is designed with in-
spiration from Sallie Zimmerhackel 
from Denver, Colorado, USA.

She was the founder  of the famous 
Sallie’s Snack Bar, established in 
Copenhagen in 1955.
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a
FAQ

Which sign 
to pick?..
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EDGES LIT ?

HALF SIDE LIT ?

HALO BEHIND 
LETTER ?

ALU OR PAINTED 
EDGES?

Which combination suits 
your brand the most?...
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1.

Front illuminated

Sides illuminated

Backside
illuminated (Halo effect)

2.

3.

4.
We can assist you in finding the best way to attach the let-
ters to the wall or ceiling depending on the type and ma-
terial. We will also assist you regarding how to connect the 
letters to the power supply and how to maintain and service 
the sign.

Mix & Match

Installation

The basic parts of an illuminat-
ed letter:

1. The front. This can be a lit  up 
surface or non-illuminated

2. The edges of the letter. These 
can be articulated by an alu-
minium edge or painted in the 
same color as the sides of the 
letter.

3. The side of the letter can be  
illuminated or not depending 
on the effect you need.

4. Back light effect. The letter 
can emit light from the back-
side giving the letters an ele-
gant ”floating on the wall”-ef-
fect.

Choose your 
expression

https://www.hofft.net/
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2-3 mm 
edge 
painted as 
frame

Aluminum Aluminum rim

ALU 01

ALU 03

ALU 02 ALU 02 +P

ALU 03 +B ALU 04

ALU 05 ALU 05 +B ALU 06

NEON 01 NEON 02

AC 01 AC 02 AC 03

AC 04 AC 05 AC 06

AC 07 AC 08

BULB 01 BULB 02

BULB 03 BULB 04

Neon style letters

Aluminium letters

CHOOSE 
YOUR 
PROFILE

MORE 
THAN 20 
OPTIONS!

Acrylic 
letters

https://www.hofft.net/
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How to orderA
Your custom 
made sign is 
only 5 weeks 
away...

https://www.hofft.net/
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budget looks

4-5
weeks

5.

4.

a

We modify the solution for 
you If you need changes 
in the look, size or budget.

Production starts.

Expect a delivery 
time of approxi-
mately 4-5 weeks 
from time of order-
ing.

Your brand new light 
sign is delivered!

3.

2.

a
1.

Vector
file

a

• CHARACTER TYPE

• SIZE

• COLOR CODES

• LIGHT EFFECT

• Vector file: .PDF, 
.ai, .svg or .eps

Tell us about the sign you 
need, and send us some 
photos of your shop.

We will create illustrations showing 
your light sign as it will look in the 
daytime and at night.

day night

Providing us with your brand 
name or logo together with 
the  color codes and the 
light effect you want for your 
sign we will do a qoutation 
for you on the solution.

How to
order
5 steps

https://www.hofft.net/
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a a
a a

Here are two
creative ideas 
for your next 
sign

Dynamic signs. An illuminated sign 
has a significant advantage as op-
posed to a standard sign.

One of them is that it can be dynam-
ic, that is, it can feature movements 
of light being pulses or strobes.

It can feature color shifts, letting the 
light shift between different colors 
relating to your brand or it can glo-
wi with colors relating to seasonal 
themes, sale or times of the day.

Only your imagination sets the lim-
it for the expression and possibilities 
of a light sign.

Inspiration

Emphasize your shop space at night. 
Direct the view of pedestrians pass-
ing by your shop into the shop space 
itself by placing a lightbox or an illu-
minated sign inside the shop near the 
back of the shop space.

Having a light box featuring an inter-
esting motif or message at the back 
wall of your shop, with most of the oth-
er lighting turned of, can be a simple 
but effective way of creating interest 
about your shop space at night.

a
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Our illuminated signs and light boxes 
are produced at Pilott Signs, a facto-
ry occupying 3000 sqm and featur-
ing a staff of 50 employees. The fac-
tory is located in Guangdong, China.

The delivery time of an illuminated 
sign is approximately 4-5 weeks.

Acrylic signs
Aluminium signs

2 years 
3 years

PRODUCTION

DELIVERY TIME

WARRANTY

FAQ

https://www.hofft.net/
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“As the eye is the 
best composer, so 
light is the first of 
painters.

There is no object 
so foul that intense 
light will not make 
beautiful; and the 
stimulus it affords 
to the sense, and 
a sort of infinitude 
which it hath like 
space and time, 
make all matter 
gay.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

The first of painters

CONTACT
Phone | +45 22 32 15 25

Mail |  info@hofft.net

https://www.hofft.net/
mailto:%20info%40hofft.net?subject=
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VISIT US AT WWW.HOFFT.NETwe can, we do & we will

Signs illuminate your brand
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